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Introduction 

T
raditionally, there have been four vital signs: temper-

ature, heart rate, respiratory rate, and blood pressure.1 

Attempts to include pain as a fifth vital sign were first 

undertaken by American Pain Society President Dr. James 

Campbell in 1996. He stated, “Vital signs are taken seri-

ously. If pain were assessed with the same zeal as other 

vital signs are, it would have a much better chance of 

being treated properly. We need to train doctors and 

nurses to treat pain as a vital sign. Quality care means 

that pain is measured and treated.”2 In 1999, the Depart-

ment of Veteran Affairs instituted the Pain as the 5th Vital 

Sign Toolkit,3 which recommended aggressive pain 

screening and treatment, viewing pain as a vital sign. 

In 2000, the Joint Commission on Accreditation of 

Healthcare Organizations (JCAHO) began to require 

pain assessment and treatment as a condition for accred-

itation.4,5 A study published in 2007 on pain manage-

ment in the Annals of Emergency Medicine recommended 

assessing pain with the initial vital signs and implement-

ing immediate treatment, including using opiates, based 

on the pain score reported.6 Numerous articles, stan-

dards, and studies conclude that it is best practice to 

assess and manage pain; however, there is lack of evi-
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Abstract

Background: For years there has been a push to consider pain to 

be the “fifth vital sign” and to require documentation of pain dur-

ing triage assessment. No data exist as to whether patient-

reported pain scores correlate with disease severity or disposition. 

Objective: To determine whether a patient’s reported pain score 

at triage is predictive of the final disposition decision in a rural 

community emergency department. 

Methods: This is a retrospective chart review of 26,655 patients 

presenting between August 1, 2015 and May 31, 2016 to a single 

regional medical center in Ohio. We obtained electronic data for 

age, sex, emergency department (ED) disposition, triage pain 

score, and Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS). Inclusion criteria were age 

≥18 years and a documented triage pain score. Exclusion criteria 

were age <18, altered mental status as documented by GCS or 

other barriers, inability to use the numeric pain scale, and docu-

mented limitations to answering triage questions. Triage pain 

scores were compared based upon ultimate disposition (dis-

charge/admission/transfer). 

Results: Patients eventually discharged reported the highest triage 

pain scores (5.78; 95% CI of 5.72-5.84), followed by those who 

were transferred (5.41; 95% CI 5.08-5.74). Those who were admit-

ted reported the lowest scores (4.33; 95% CI 4.21-4.45). Differ-

ences among all groups were statistically significant other than 

in those discharged vs transferred. 

Conclusion: A higher triage pain score does not correlate with a 

higher likelihood of admission. In this data set, a lower pain score 

correlated with higher admission likelihood, whereas a higher 

pain score correlated with discharge or transfer.
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dence to indicate implication of physiologic process as 

with the other traditional vital signs.2-6 

Traditional vital signs (temperature, heart rate, respi-

ratory rate and blood pressure) are measurements of 

basic bodily functions.1 Deviations from normal ranges 

for these measures have been shown in multiple studies 

to have a direct association with hospital admission 

rates, ICU admissions, and mortality.7-10 Patients with 

documented abnormal traditional vital signs in the ED 

are four times more likely to be admitted than those 

with normal vital signs.7 Respiratory rate has been 

shown to be a predictor for cardiopulmonary arrest in 

admitted patients.8 In one study, tachypnea with a res-

piratory rate of 25-29 breaths per minute correlated with 

a 21% mortality, with mortality increasing as respiratory 

rate increased.9 The strongest predictor for ICU admis-

sion and hospital mortality from ED triage is not the pre-

senting complaint, but abnormal vital signs.10  

An increased emphasis on the recognition and treat-

ment of pain has led some to recommend that a numer-

ical rating of pain provided by the patient be added as 

a fifth vital sign. While the desirability of recognizing 

and relieving pain is intuitive and obvious, it is less clear 

whether the presence or severity of pain is correlated 

with patient outcomes or disposition, as has been 

proven for abnormal traditional vital signs. 

Our literature search revealed no publications relating 

the presence or severity of pain to hospital admission, 

discharge, or transfer. Such a correlation would make a 

strong case that the importance of pain measurement is 

on par with the measurement of temperature, heart rate, 

respiratory rate, and blood pressure. 

The goal of this study is to determine whether the 

reported pain score at the time of ED triage is predictive 

of hospital admission or transfer.7-10 

 

Materials and Methods 

An exemption was approved by the Adena Health System 

Institutional Review Board (IRB), approval #16-02-001. 

 

2.1 Study Population 

The population included patients presenting to our rural 

regional medical center ED from August 1, 2015 to May 

31, 2016. Inclusion criteria were age ≥18 years and a doc-

umented triage pain score. Exclusion criteria were age 

<18, altered mental status (AMS) as documented by 

Glasgow Coma Score (GCS) or impaired cognition, 

inability to use the numeric pain scale, and documented 

limitations to answering triage questions. Records with-

out documented pain score or disposition were 

excluded. There were 26,665 patients who were at least 

18 years of age who presented to our ED during this time 

period. Of these, 15,706 met inclusion criteria and were 

included in the data analysis. 

 

2.2 Study Design 

This study was a retrospective chart review. Data were 

extracted from the electronic medical record (EMR) by 

an employee of the information technology department 

(IT), and imported into a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet 

without patient identifiers. The IT employee was blinded 

to the intent of the study. Data were imported into the 

spreadsheet for each patient included their age, sex, ulti-

mate disposition (discharge/admit/transfer), numerical 

pain score (conventional 0-10 scale), GCS, and whether 

barriers to communication were documented by nursing. 

The data were analyzed by the third author.  

Our initial goal was a sample size of at least 160 

patients to reach our desired statistical power of 0.8 to 

detect moderate differences in pain scores among the 

groups with a statistical significance of p<0.05. The final 

number of patients studied was 15,706. 

 

2.3 Data Analysis 

A one-way ANOVA was used to examine the question of 

statistical difference in disposition with the mean pain 

scales. A Games-Howell Post Hoc Test served to further 

determine which pairs of disposition differed with sta-

tistical significance. These statistical tests were also used 

for age group analysis to determine statistical signifi-

Table 1. Patient Characteristics 

Number of patients Percentage 

Gender

Female 8,564 54.4%

Male 7,142 45.5%

Age

18-29 3,103 19.2%

30-39 2,555 16.3%

40-49 2,459 15.7%

50-59 2,504 15.9%

60-69 2,274 14.5%

70-79 1,660 10.6%

80-89 993 6.3%

90-99 224 1.4%

100-109 3 0.3%
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cance of mean pain scales among various age groups. 

Levene’s test showed that the homogeneity of variance 

assumption was met (p<0.05) for age group analysis. 

 

Results 

A total of 15,706 patients were included in this study. 

Their age and gender resemble the national population 

of ED patients per the 2015 National Hospital Ambulatory 

Medical Care Survey conducted by the Centers for Disease 

Control and Prevention,11 with a slightly older popula-

tion in this study (Table 1). The disposition rates in this 

patient population were similar to other EDs in the U.S.11 

and to the overall population at this facility (Table 2). 

A large proportion of patients (76.6%) reported some 

level of pain, with most of those (64.0% of all patients; 

83.6% of those with pain) reporting a pain score of 5 or 

greater (Table 3). For each of the three final disposition 

decisions, the mean pain score was calculated with its 

respective standard deviation, and a 95% confidence 

interval using one-way ANOVA (Figure 1). One patient 

was not included in the calculations due to incomplete 

data (unable to determine final ED disposition).  

The mean pain score was found to be lowest in the 

admitted group (4.33; 95% CI 4.21-4.45), and highest 

in the discharged group (5.78; 95% CI 5.72-5.85). There 

were statistically significantly lower triage pain scores in 

patients who were admitted compared with those who 

were discharged and those who were transferred (Table 

4). Pain scores were also lower in transferred patients 

than in discharged patients, although this difference fell 

just short of statistical significance. 

 

Discussion 

Pain scale ratings are based on the Numeric Rating Scale 

(NRS) which quantifies each patient’s level of pain on a 

scale of 0-10.3 The goal of this study was to determine if 

a higher pain scale rating predicted the final disposition 

of admission or transfer, indicating a higher acuity. 

The pendulum has swung wildly over the last few 

decades in relation to the approach to pain management 

in the ED. Oligoanalgesia in the ED was first suggested 

to be a widespread problem in the 1980s,12 and was 

talked and written about extensively throughout the 

1990s, 2000s, and into the early 2010s.6,13-15 Around that 

time, the prevalence of oligoanalgesia began to come 

into question.16 And with the advent of the opioid epi-

demic in the U.S. over the last 5-10 years, the emphasis 

of the conversation has shifted from undertreatment of 

pain in the ED to overtreatment with opioids.17-19 

While embraced enthusiastically by some, the 

emphasis on the impact of ED analgesic prescribing has 

been met with skepticism by others. In 2018, Axeen and 

colleagues reported a 471% increase in the amount of 

opioids prescribed from 1996 to 2012. However, ED pre-

scriptions accounted for only 4.4% of the opioids pre-

scribed, down from 7.4% in 1996,20 suggesting a modest 

impact on the epidemic from ED prescribing. 

Pain is one of the most common reasons for patients 

to present to the ED for treatment.22 Thoughtful practi-

tioners can come to very different conclusions on how 

best to stem the tide of the opioid epidemic while agree-

ing that providing analgesia, whether with opioid, nono-

pioid, or nonpharmacologic therapies, is an important 

aspect of delivering quality, compassionate care. Evidence 

suggests that ED providers still err on the side of prescrib-

ing analgesics for their patients in pain; Singer, et al 

reported in 2008 that among patients who reported pain 

Table 2. Patient Disposition

ED disposition Number of 

patients

Percentage for patients presenting to facility 

with pain during study period

Percentage for all patients presenting to 

facility during study period

Admitted 3,887 24.8% 20% 

Discharged 11,264 71.7% 77%

Transferred 554 3.5% 3%

Table 3. Pain Scores Reported at Triage

Triage pain score Number of patients Percentage

0 3,670 23.4%

1 188 1.2%

2 454 2.9%

3 576 3.7%

4 772 4.9%

5 1,173 7.5%

6 1,158 7.4%

7 1,536 9.8% 

8 2,442 15.5%

9 1,416 9.0%

10 2,321 14.8%
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in the ED (76.6% in our study), only 51% desired anal-

gesics. Of those who desired them, 81% received them, 

in addition to 34% of patients who didn’t desire them.14 

The intent of adding pain as a fifth vital sign is to 

emphasize the importance of its recognition and treat-

ment. However, there is also potential for unintended 

negative consequences. Including a measure that is not 

proven to reflect disease severity among a group of meas-

ures that have reflected disease severity could lead to an 

overemphasis on the urgency of addressing pain relative 

to addressing a critical and emergent measure such as 

hypotension. Conversely, it could lead to a negative 

effect on the perceived urgency of other vital sign abnor-

malities if they are lumped together with the pain score. 

Examples of this in medicine abound, from defining 

sepsis based on the nonspecific Systemic Inflammatory 

Response Syndrome (SIRS) criteria21 that led some prac-

titioners to de-emphasize the importance of “sepsis” due 

to the number of nonsick patients caught by the exces-

sively wide net of the SIRS criteria, to composite end-

points in trials that include outcomes ranging from 

death to the inconsequential. The traditional teaching 

of “vital signs are vital” may prove unreliable if one of 

the vital signs does not correlate with disease severity or 

patient outcomes. In addition, referring to pain as a vital 

sign insinuates a need for prompt action, which could 

be perceived as a need for opioid analgesics. Considering 

Singer’s data above, the ongoing opioid crisis, and the 

side-effect profile of opioids, being overly aggressive 

based on the emphasis of pain as a vital sign is likely to 

cause at least some level of harm, possibly outweighing 

the intended benefit. 

An abnormality in vital signs (temperature, heart rate, 

respiratory rate and blood pressure) correlates with a four-

fold increase in the probability of admission.7 The results 

of this study did not yield the same results for the pain 

score, and our search of the literature found no evidence 

to indicate correlation with disease severity or outcomes. 

In this study, patients who were discharged had the highest 

mean pain score, while those who were admitted had the 

lowest. Thus, a higher pain score did not indicate a higher 

likelihood of admission or transfer. Instead, a higher pain 

score was associated with a higher likelihood of discharge 

and, counterintuitively, lower disease severity.  

 

4.1 Limitations 

There are several limitations to this study. While there 

is emphasis on attempts to place an objective measure 

on pain, it is well known that pain is a subjective expe-

rience, and two patients with an identical condition are 

likely to score their pain differently. In our retrospective 

data collection, we did not quantify/account for those 

with multiple visits or psychiatric-related complaints. 

We also did not account for those who had self-med-

Figure 1. Mean Pain Scores Relative to Final Disposition 
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Admit (n=3,887) 3.835 4.21-4.45 

Discharge (n=11,264) 3.492 5.72-5.85 

Transfer (n=554) 3.947 5.08-5.74

Total (N=15,705) 3.650 5.35-5.47
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icated or received analgesics per EMS prior to arrival, or 

those who were on chronic analgesic therapy at home. 

In addition, the data were analyzed using a one-way 

ANOVA, which is most reliable when data fit a standard 

normal distribution; however, the pain data approxi-

mated, but was not perfectly normally distributed.  

While our study focused on admission rates in assess-

ing disease severity, there are multiple other outcomes 

that could be used as markers of disease severity. 

We also did not account for variances in pain scores 

among patients with similar presentations. For example, 

patients with fractures may rate their pain more highly 

than patients with chest pain, which would not neces-

sarily make them more likely to be admitted or to suffer 

a bad outcome. However, it is possible that the severity 

of pain among patients presenting specifically with 

chest pain or specifically with fractures could reflect dis-

ease severity. In addition, patients with certain high-risk 

complaints such as altered mental status would be more 

likely to be admitted or transferred, and would also be 

more likely to be excluded than discharged patients due 

to the inability to record their pain score.  

Furthermore, this study was conducted at a single 

facility in a rural community with one of the highest 

rates of opioid abuse in the U.S., which sees a limited 

number of trauma patients and a disproportionately 

large number of patients who are uninsured. It is also 

possible that older people, who presented in slightly 

higher numbers in our population than the national 

average, may have a higher frequency of admission due 

to multiple comorbidities, but may report a lower level 

of pain due to cultural and generational norms. Simi-

larly, the community in which the study was conducted 

is disproportionately Caucasian. These factors may limit 

the external validity of our findings. We could not 

account for treatment variability among providers and 

the possible subsequent effect on disposition. We also 

did not account for patients who may have “bounced 

back” on this visit or at a later time with a higher acuity.  

Conclusion 

In this study, self-reported pain, unlike traditional vital 

signs, does not appear to predict more serious illness or 

to predict emergency department disposition. n 
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Table 4. Comparison of Pain Scores by Disposition

Disposition Compared with: Mean difference 95% Confidence Intervals 

Admitted
Discharged (-1.457) (-1.62) - (-1.29)

Transferred (-1.085) (-1.50) - (-0.67)

Discharged
Admitted (-1.457) 1.29 - 1.62

Transferred 0.372 (-0.03) – 0.77

Transferred
Admitted 1.085 0.67 – 1.50

Discharged (-0.372) (-0.77) – 0.03


